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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN
ESSENTIAL WORKER

Three years ago, I moved from Dallas, Texas to San Francisco,

California to attend a one-year international MBA program at

HULT International Business School. I left behind my family,

my enormous black Labrador Beren, a decently salaried

corporate supervisor position at an automotive finance firm

with complete benefits, and my comfort zone. Within two

months of graduation, I was holding four jobs in San

Francisco: dog walker/sitter, Teaching Assistant for two

masters’ programs at my alma mater, and budtending part-

time at a dispensary in the Mission District. Thankfully, it’s

been over a year and a half since I entered the regulated

cannabis industry, I’ve managed to shift down to just

budtending without juggling multiple jobs, and if I’m being

honest, there’s no such thing as “just budtending.”

I come from a generation that seems destined to overcome

insurmountable obstacles in as many different types of

disaster as possible. In 2008, we graduated high school and

had to come up with college tuition during a financial crisis,

resulting in the student loans we’re shackled with now. In

2012, we graduated from undergrad into the Great Recession

and were grateful for whatever salaried jobs we were offered

regardless of how low the pay, or the fact that this caused an

unrecoverable pay gap we’ve still not bridged. In 2016, we

experienced one of the worst ongoing national tragedies of

our lifetime, leading to the surreal regime we are currently

living under, which only succeeds at compounding

generational pain and horror. 

Written by: Melina Luz Baeza, @melinabelina

I’M HONORED
AS FUCK TO BE
A FOURTH
GENERATION
MARIJUANERA.

BAY AREA LATINOBAY AREA LATINOBAY AREA LATINO
CANNABIS ALLIANCECANNABIS ALLIANCECANNABIS ALLIANCE
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For those outside of the industry, in the summer of 2018,

the San Francisco cannabis industry went through a huge

compliance shift and countless brands disappeared then

and since, despite the fact that the industry overall has

been growing exponentially. My entry into the cannabis

industry occurred shortly after compliance changed in

September 2018, and at the time I was purchasing from

the traditional market much more often than the

regulated market. In 2020, we’ve been faced with yet

another “once in a lifetime” crisis – after our governor

deemed our cannabis dispensary an essential business –

this has been my latest challenge.

There are so many different types of patients walking into

our dispensary. It is truly indescribable. Hundreds of

individual humans served by a handful of walking

cannabis encyclopedias known colloquially as

“budtenders” – a fun play on bartenders for those who are

unfamiliar. Before I became a budtender, I’d only been in

a few dispensaries, though I was moderately familiar with

a wide range of products due to my business background

and the year I spent in graduate school getting closer to

my inevitable calling. When it comes down to budtending,

we have to be everything you can possibly imagine. 

A budtender has to be a therapist, responsible for advising which chocolate bar and how many pieces

will heal the broken heart of the patient who found out their partner was cheating two days ago. We

have to stay aware of impactful medical research to ensure we can protect patient health, and

possibly suggest that cancer patients looking for comfort stick to sugar-free  options since cancer cells

feed on it. When people shop for cannabis flower, they want to know the THC potency, the prominent

terpenes, the effect it will provide, and whether it’s better for work or relaxing. These are just a few

examples of what I can be faced with by 8:08 AM on a Monday morning. That was the baseline, before

we were deemed essential three and a half months ago at the start of the worst respiratory pandemic

of our lifetimes. You combine that with the inevitable civil uprising due to incessant state violence

against Black people and we’ve all experienced some of the most unique days of our lives.

In addition to making various product recommendations, my budtending role has evolved over my

tenure at one of the busiest dispensaries in the city. Some days, I’ll spend a chunk of time on my

hands and knees reorganizing product displays, rearranging product backstock, jotting down lists of

products that I need from various inaccessible storage locations, to supporting our various budtenders

who need reminders for breaks or need training on how to complete patient transactions. Lately, I’ve

been assisting to manage our delivery dispatches which have had a huge increase since the crisis

began in early March, and we’ve had to update our delivery process multiple times because of the

constantly shifting situation. When a delivery comes in, I’ll put the order together, ensure we have the

ordered products or find acceptable options to suggest if something is sold out, review the customer’s

profile in our system, call them to review their order and information, then assign the delivery to a

driver’s queue.
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Every day I work at the dispensary provides new and different challenges so wide ranging and

nuanced that I could write an entire series on the various days in the life of a budtender. For me, this

is just the latest iteration of my cannabusiness learning program, and it doesn’t escape me that this

is occurring at a time of unprecedented inequality in the regulated cannabis industry. That’s due to

the fact that the regulated cannabis industry is simply reflecting the larger picture of Black

inequality more broadly. 

Here in the Bay Area there’s a history of civil uprising in response to police brutality; Oscar Grant was

only 22-years-old when he was murdered by police at the Fruitvale BART station on New Years’ Day

in 2009. And yet, here we are eleven years later, and last Friday we were protesting for George Floyd,

Breonna Taylor, and Sean Monterrosa who was yet another 22-year-old murdered by police in Vallejo.

During my employment as a budtender, I’ve had to manage the cognitive dissonance of working in

regulated cannabis with the knowledge that so many people who engaged with this same plant are

locked up in for-profit prisons, arrested by systemically racist police, funded by regulated cannabis

tax dollars, that cannabis businesses aren’t allowed to access despite the fact that we generated it.

Even still, there are countless Black and NBPOC (non-Black people of color) impacted by the war on

drugs who want to enter the cannabis industry yet are prevented from doing so because of the

regulations written into the legalization framework. 

I’m honored as fuck to be a fourth generation marijuanera. Our people and countless others have

been engaging with the cannabis plant as a healing medicine for centuries before anyone gave a shit

about compliance and regulation for tax purposes. It’s been a few weeks since this latest civil

uprising began and it’s my sincere belief that this particular amalgamation of nearly 45 million

unemployed Americans, local militarized police forces brutalizing protestors and even journalists for

the sake of protecting their ability to brutalize Black bodies – and our ability to digitally share,

amplify, and bear witness to all of this horror – means that no one can be lulled back to sleep. 

For those of us privileged enough to work in the regulated cannabis market, remember the words of

Audre Lord, “Your silence will not save you.” No justice, no peace. Buy BIPOC-owned cannabis and

defund the police.
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Leila’s first hospice patient was a 98-years old

Salvadoran woman named Eva. Leila recounts

with a warm smile on her face, “she was gangsta

in her attitude and she would yell at me if her

food tasted bad. And it always tasted bad. She

was on so much morphine that it affected the

taste of all her food. 

“The mental stress of taking care of her was

heavy. I wanted her to have dignity. I wanted her

to feel respected. But I also wanted to step-in

and force-feed her. I wanted to take care of her

like a child, like my daughter. I just didn’t want

her to feel so sick and nauseous anymore”.

And so, with Eva’s approval, Leila decided to add

cannabis-infused olive oil to Eva’s soup. They

saw a dramatic improvement in her digestion,

pain management, and mood. Leila on the other

hand, saw her first glimpse of her future life-

path.“

Looking back on my days at hospice, I’ve

empowered so many families to cook for their

loved ones with cannabis. They now cook for

their families and provide this wellness to their

communities. It’s trickle-down wellness.

IN THE WORKS: GENTE DE CANNA
Spotlight on Leila Soveron Ovando, @la.leyla,

@gentedecanna Written by: Cynthia Villamizar,

@cyntivee

 I’VE EMPOWERED SO MANY FAMILIES TO
COOK FOR THEIR LOVED ONES WITH

CANNABIS. THEY NOW COOK FOR THEIR
FAMILIES AND PROVIDE THIS WELLNESS

TO THEIR COMMUNITIES. 



Today, Leila is building upon all of these

experiences as the founder of Gente de Canna, an

education platform for Latino immigrants and an

upcoming cannabis-infused sauce company.

Gente de Canna is Leila’s vision to destigmatize

cannabis-medicine, educate Spanish-speaking

communities, and create a cannabis brand that

celebrates her Latina roots.“

Food decriminalizes everything. Once you break

bread with people, it breaks the barrier.”How do I

empower people to look at this like a normal

nutrient? like a part of your family’s pantry?

THE VISION
Once Leila got the idea to found Gente de Canna,

it only took her a few weeks to start the process of

making her dream come to life. “I started

researching licenses, and I found the equity

program on the website. I was also really looking

for an organization that was helping

undocumented immigrants feel safe to medicate,

and I couldn’t find a single thing. I felt

discouraged.  

“The cannabis industry frequently touts its

compassion efforts but here was a huge group of

humans that were left out and in many ways,

facing a double stigma: the longtime stigma of the

Latino community against cannabis and the

stigmas which undocumented immigrants

uniquely experiece. “I knew that this would be an

incredible resource, and I was motivated to build

it myself”. 

In addition to education, Leila is also launching

her own cannabis infused-sauce brand. She has

spent the past few years perfecting the art of

cannabis infusions as the sous chef at The

Cannaisseur Series, an elegant dinner series where

dosing is integral to the multi-course cannabis

experience. “After working alongside  Coreen and

other strong women like Jessie Alvarez, I have the

confidence and determination to pursue a project

of my own. 
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THE PROCESS 

And while her grit is undeniable, the equity licensing process has been anything but easy for Leila.  The

San Francisco Cannabis Equity Program was created to create business opportunities for those negatively

impacted by the War on Drugs. Equity applicants who meet eligibility criteria based on residency,

income, criminal justice involvement, and housing insecurity can receive access to reduced-cost

licensing, prioritized applications, and incubator partnerships. 

Despite its good intentions, the program is frequently criticized for gaps in its implementation.  A few

years after its launch, applicants like Leila still struggle with a lack of consistent resources and support.

“There is no blueprint for doing this and there isn’t anyone that can sit down, and show you how to get

through the process. It’s so new that those who have made it through, have only recently done so. The

process is going to be long and slow. I’m going to have to work at this every day to get all the

documentation and check all the boxes. But I’m gonna finish this. I’m gonna do this”.  

In terms of advice for aspiring equity applicants, Leila offers that industry events and workshops are a big

part of the application process.”If you’re able to relate your exact questions, there will be somebody to

lead you on the path. Community is essential to the mental strength needed to get through this

application process so get your network going”. Through Covid shelter-in-place restrictions, look to Zoom

meetups as an alternative! 

“The process needs to be processed. The patience with myself has been necessary. I have to have the

mental capacity to pivot and pivot and pivot, even though I just pivoted. If these big fishes are already

drowning, I have to keep swimming. I’m like fucking Dory, bitch. I have to keep swimming, keep

swimming”. 

Follow Leila’s journey @gentedecanna and @la.leyla
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La comunidad Latina en Oakland ha sido unos

de los más afectados por el Coronavirus. En San

Francisco, 25% de los casos del Coronavirus

(COVID-19)  han sido Latinos y solo constituyen el

15% de la población de San Francisco. De

acuerdo al Centro de Control de Enfermedades

(CDC), el 38% de pacientes con Coronavirus son

Latinos y solo contamos con el 18% de la

población Estadounidense. Los efectos los

sentimos más fuerte porque en Estados Unidos,

solo el 49% de latinos tenemos acceso al

cuidado de la salud médica. También tenemos

que dar en cuenta que los números solo reflejan

los casos reportados. Sabemos que mucha de

nuestra gente no tiene papeles y nos da miedo

dar información y nos da miedo ir al hospital.

     Pero por qué nos afecta tanto? Sería que los

Latinos contamos con trabajos esenciales como

de restaurante, entrega de comida, limpiadores,

tiendas, construccion, etc. Muchos vivimos en

apartamentos o en casas apretados con muchos

familiares que nos pone a alto riesgo de

contagio. Yo he visto cuando voy al Fruitvale

cuanto jornalero se junta para aun trabajar. Los

veo sin mascara y me pregunto que recursos

tienen para obtener información para cuidarse.

Los inmigrantes corremos el alto riesgo de

contagio por falla systemica. Falta de educación

y recursos nos atraza con la batalla del virus. 

 Cuando mucho de nuestra gente es invisible

por falta de papeles, el estímulo no les llega, el

apoyo de desempleo gubernamental no les

llega, la información adecuada no les llega.

Tenemos que mantenernos informados y

protegernos para no enfermarnos y luego

enfermar a nuestra familia. Tenemos que

informarnos como trabajan los virus y cómo

prevenir el contagio. Tenemos que trabajar

limpios y higienico.

LA COMUNIDAD LATINA Y EL CORONAVIRUS
Written by: Enrique Soriano, @cocniadelcorazon

LOS EFECTOS LOS SENTIMOS MÁS FUERTE
PORQUE EN ESTADOS UNIDOS, SOLO EL
49% DE LATINOS TENEMOS ACCESO AL

CUIDADO DE LA SALUD MÉDICA. 



  El impacto que hemos visto en nuestra comunidad Latina no solo es de la salud. Los Latinos hemos

sufrido mucho económicamente. Sabemos que muchos de nuestra gente ya no tiene trabajo y de los que

pueden lo hacen porque los biles aún se tienen que pagar.  Yo hable con una amiga que recien llego de

Guatemala y de todos de su familiares (papa, 2 hermanos, 2 hermanas), solo una hermana está

trabajando. Aun haci, mucho de ellos están pagando renta! Nuestra gente no sabe que hay un “Rent

Freeze” en Oakland, que no nos pueden echar a la calle. Ella me dice que de todos modos la renta se

acumula y se tiene que pagar de una forma o otra. Es difícil conseguir ayuda cuando se siente uno

olvidado en esta pandemia. Cuando es uno invisible los recursos no les llega. Debemos de unirnos para

ayudarnos a buscar recursos y compartirlos.  

  Lo bueno es que en el 15 de Abril, el Gobernador Newsom anunció un apoyo único en casos de desastre

para indocumentados en California afectados por la COVID-19, quienes no son elegibles para la mayoría

de las otras formas de apoyo por la pandemia. Los californianos elegibles pueden recibir un apoyo único

en caso de desastre de $500. Hay un límite de dos adultos por hogar para recibir este apoyo (apoyo

máximo de $1,000 por hogar). El Departamento de Servicios Sociales de California (CDSS) seleccionará

organizaciones comunitarias sin fines de lucro que brinden servicios a inmigrantes para llevar a cabo

actividades específicas de divulgación  y entrega de apoyos en casos de desastre. Las organizaciones

seleccionadas entregarán el apoyo directamente a las personas que cumplan los requisitos. El objetivo

del CDSS es que los californianos puedan acceder a este apoyo a través de organizaciones comunitarias

locales sin fines de lucro a partir de mediados de mayo del 2020. La próxima semana se proporcionará

una fecha definitiva.

   Mi amiga tiene un caso pendiente de asilo y tiene un seguro social. Le conté que ella puede aplicar y

existe una forma en español fácil de llenar en su celular. Teniendo papeles o no aun califica para medi-

cal. Su hijo se enfermó y no lo llevó al doctor por falta de dinero. La ciudad de Oakland tiene que hacer

algo para informar a la comunidad y brindar ayuda y recursos para los que menos se pueden defender. La

ciudad tiene que informar a los vendedores ambulantes (tamaleras, fruteros) como cuidarse y a sus

clientes. Deben de enseñar a la gente cómo hacer mascarillas para proteger a su familia y su salud.

Tienen que enseñar a la gente como y donde aplicar para recibir ayuda. Pero nosotros también podemos

ayudar. Debemos de lidiar con nuestras acciones. Hablar con nuestra familia. Informarnos y brindar esta

información a nuestra gente. Debemos ayudarnos uno al otro más en estos momentos que tenemos que

unirnos más! (pero a 6 pies de distancia).
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AYUDA:
INFORMACIÓN SOBRE $500 DE APOYO 
HTTPS://COVID19.CA.GOV/GUIA-CALIFORNIANOS-INMIGRANTES/

PARA REGISTRAR PARA EL DESEMPLEO
HTTPS://WWW.EDD.CA.GOV/BENEFIT_PROGRAMS_ONLINE_ESPANOL.HTM

UNA GUIA CREADA POR EL ESTADO PARA INMIGRANTES CALIFORNIANOS
HTTPS://COVID19.CA.GOV/IMG/WP/LISTOS_COVID_19_IMMIGRANT_GUIDANCE_ES_DAF.PDF

INFORMACION DE MEDI-CAL
HTTPS://WWW.COVEREDCA.COM/ESPANOL/MEDI-CAL/FAMILIES/

COMIDA PARA MENORES DE 18 ANOS EN OAKLAND
HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/PHOTO.PHP?
FBID=10158029826694605&SET=P.10158029826694605&TYPE=3&THEATER

MAPA PARA CONSEGUIR COMIDA PARA MENORES DE EDAD EN EL AREA DE LA BAHIA
HTTPS://WWW.GOOGLE.COM/MAPS/D/U/0/VIEWER?MID=1XFWFGBJULAO-RLKJFFWT07HR-
STV4ZX9&LL=37.76476066961936%2C-122.32460748709411&Z=10

LISTA DE APOYO Y RECURSOS POR UNIVISION
HTTPS://WWW.UNIVISION.COM/LOCAL/SAN-FRANCISCO-KDTV/LISTA-APOYO-ECONOMICO-COMIDA-
Y-OTROS-RECURSOS-PARA-LAS-FAMILIAS-AFECTADAS-POR-EL-CORONAVIRUS
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BALCA is a vision that came together after we

hosted a community potluck at our place in

September 2019. It was my first glimpse of this

community’s incredible spirit and unstoppable

energy. But first, some context..

As industry players, latinos are present across

the cannabis industry in a variety of roles, from

cultivation to the C-suite. They are mostly

concentrated however, amongst the ranks at

dispensaries as budtenders. Budtenders are

largely responsible for explaining cannabis

science to customers and are charged with

recommending relevant brands and products.

They are largely recognized as the gatekeepers

to cannabis education and sales at cannabis

retailers, and are frequently celebrated as the

industry leaders of tomorrow. 

As consumers, latinos are a staunch brand-loyal

demographic. They are 42 percent more likely

than the average American to be Cannabis

Campaigners—those consumers who are not

necessarily marijuana users, but who are the

most informed about cannabis issues, and who

actively support legalization. Members of this

group believe legalization is good for the

economy as a source of tax revenue, and that

marijuana consumption should be normalized

(like alcohol use).

Similarly, Hispanics are 30 percent more likely

than the average cannabis consumer to belong

to a group that actively promotes legalizing

cannabis, and 49 percent more likely to

purchase clothing and accessories showing their

support of cannabis and of legalization.

THE BAY AREA LATINOS IN CANNABIS ALLIANCE (BALCA).
Written by: Cynthia Villamizar, @cyntivee

THE VISION
The numbers are there. Latinos are an integral

demographic for cannabis brands to ‘win’ and

are a large part of the workforce that’s gonna

build the industry from the ground up. Working

alongside Daniel Montero and Javier Armas, we

set out to create a space to bolster the latino

cannabis consumer and industry player. We

knew that the Bay Area, a longtime beacon of

cannabis culture, is a special place that should

also be recognized as the birthplace of this

movement. Our vision for BALCA is multi-

faceted: 

Education: We are committed to shattering

stigmas and educating latino communities

about the latest cannabis science, cannabis for

wellness, and the growth of the regulated

cannabis industry. 

Professional Development: We are champions for

upward mobility and will provide the resources

needed for our community to ensure proper

compensation, pursue growth opportunities, and

build towards cannabis business ownership.

Civil Rights: We will challenge civil rights

violations in the industry (racism, sexual

harassment, sexism, tokenism), and will remain

uncompromising in our search for full worker’s

rights. Community-Building: We will share the

stories of latinos in cannabis, and ensure that we

provide a space for our communities to be

empowered, educated, and celebrated.

I UNDERSTAND NOW, THAT I SHOULD
ALWAYS BE CARRYING THE TORCH FOR
LATINO CULTURE, EDUCATION, AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. WITHIN THE
CANNABIS INDUSTRY, BALCA IS THE
INTERSECTION OF THESE.



MY TAKE...
  For me, building BALCA is a dream coming true. It’s been almost two years since I launched Cyntivee

and I’ve tried many things. I’ve created cannabis tutorials, hosted cannabis events, and manage San

Francisco sales for beloved cannabis-brand, Kikoko. It’s been a long journey to find projects that both

feed my soul and allow me to produce my best work. I am constantly facing the highs and lows of

self-exploration: Is this work that I care about? Is this necessary work? Am I the best person to execute

this work?  

  For me, BALCA is necessary work. It’s the type of work that I’m committed to doing for the rest of my

life. I’ve lived many iterations of the latino identity and I’ve contemplated my place in this

conversation for a long time. 

  I grew up in one of the most Latino places in the United States. In Hialeah, Florida,  Hispanics make

up 95% of the city’s population. When I was twelve, and smack dab in my awkward ‘mouth expander’

phase, my dad got a new job and we moved to Franklin, a suburb of Nashville, Tennessee where the

Hispanic population was less than five percent. The move to Tennessee was a difficult (but net

positive) transition for my family, and there is a lot that I could unpack about the experience. What I

know for sure is that in those first few years, I became very aware of my “Latina-ness” and hyper

conscious of how I presented it to the world. 

  In high school, I shunned it. I used to mispronounce my own last name just to avoid the blank stares

I’d get when trying to explain it. Two L’s in Spanish makes a ‘Y’ sound, ya know? I was a self-conscious

teenager with an inferiority complex and frankly, by 9th grade I’d been to four new schools in a row

and had probably explained it too many times for my adolescent-self to handle. In college, I went

through a renaissance of self-acceptance, but didn’t make my most significant strides until I moved to

Mexico City after graduation. Living in Mexico, and later in Colombia and Peru, were some of the best

experiences of my life. I was forced to confront my fucked-up perceptions and unconscious biases;

mainly that American things, white things, and modern things are generally the normal, better things.

  As we build a community for Latinos in cannabis, I want to make sure we tackle some of these

themes as well. Do we believe that we are capable of operating at the highest-level of the industry?

Do we believe that we can do so by being our most authentic selves? Make ‘em say your last name

correctly, girl! What resources do we need to become business owners and leaders more often? How

are we making sure that our families and communities are reaping the health benefits of the cannabis

plant, and the economic benefits of the cannabis industry?“
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  Later, as a  young professional at Google, I learned a lot about ‘climbing the ladder’ and how to

advocate for myself. It took me years to figure out how to fight for promotions and pay-raises. I didn’t

know the questions to ask, when to ask them, or what was appropriate in any capacity.  I obsessed

over it. I’d think, “Don’t get played, Cyn! Latinas account for the largest pay gap in the U.S!”  

  And it’s true. No matter what their job, where they live, or how much education or experience they

have, Latinas are still paid less than white men. On average, Latinas are paid 46% less than white men

and 31% less than white women. 

  Similarly, for those that are hoping to build a career in the cannabis industry, professional

development and compensation must become pressing topics. In an industry full of start-ups, it’s

important that we start maximizing compensation by exploring and negotiating for: salary,

equity/stock-options, mileage compensation, industry certifications, continuing education, health

benefits etc. It’s possible that many haven’t negotiated for these things before..and that’s why we have

to get started!

  I’ve learned so much from my experiences. I understand now, that I should always be carrying the

torch for Latino culture, education, and professional development. Within the cannabis industry,

BALCA is the intersection of these.

  I’ve loved telling the stories of the people in this industry. I’ve loved understanding their dreams and

dreaming alongside them knowing that the best of days are still ahead. It has truly been a privilege.

I’m beyond inspired that I get to build BALCA alongside Javier and Daniel. Like our community, we

bring completely different backgrounds and experiences to the table. We are a beautiful reflection of

the diversity of the latino experience in Cannabis, in the Bay, and in the U.S. Ultimately we’re brought

together by a love for our communities, and what we believe cannabis can help us achieve as a

people. 

We are BALCA. #somosbalca. 

You can learn more about the Bay Area Latinos in Cannabis Alliance on our IG page, @BALCA_bayarea.

Also See:

Ad Age: STUDY FINDS MORE HISPANICS THAN NON-HISPANICS VIEW CANNABIS AS BENEFICIAL
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http://www.instagram.com/balca_bayarea
https://adage.com/article/hispanic-marketing/study-finds-more-hispanics-non-hispanics-view-cannabis-beneficial/2189571
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  The Bay Area Latinos in Cannabis Alliance

(BALCA) stands unabashedly beside our brothers

and sisters fighting to end police brutality and

systemic racism. Blacks Lives Matter. Period. We

demand justice for George Floyd, Breonna Taylor,

Ahmaud Arbery and the countless others who

have lost their lives senselessly. We also express

our deepest condolences to the family and

community of Sean Monterrosa, a local activist

who was fatally shot by Vallejo PD.

  Whether it’s in major cities, or the border area,

Latinos face similar racist police violence as Blacks,

which is why we need to stand together!  Between

2016 and 2018, Latinos in California made up 39%

of the population but represented 46% of deadly

police shootings – the second most

disproportionate behind the rates for Blacks.  New

York Civil Liberties Union found that in 2011, more

than 685,000 people had been stopped and

frisked, most of them Black or Latino — and nearly

9 in 10 were innocent.

  In Latin America, police forces kill in greater

numbers than in the US, and such violence is

linked to the American sponsored “war on drugs.”

In fact, more people of African descent are killed

by the police in Latin America than in the US.

Especially in Brazil, where over 75% of people

killed by the police are Black, with a high

concentration in Rio de Janeiro, sparking powerful

Black Lives Matter protests. In Mexico, police

corruption and violence is part of the context of

60,000 disappeared, and like the 43 disappeared

students from Ayotzinapa, many are of indigenous

ancestry. Whether it’s Latinos fighting for Black

Lives in Latin America, or in the US, or our own

community’s oppression, what is clear is the Black

and Latino struggles are connected and

overlapping.

LATINOS STAND WITH
BLACK LIVES MATTER
Written by: Javier Armas,

@javiersorganics

BETWEEN 2016 AND 2018, LATINOS IN CALIFORNIA MADE UP 39% OF
THE POPULATION BUT REPRESENTED 46% OF DEADLY POLICE
SHOOTINGS – THE SECOND MOST DISPROPORTIONATE BEHIND THE
RATES FOR BLACKS.
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  After the killing of Breonna Taylor and

George Floyd, the Bay Area suffered more

loss. On June 9th, California Highway patrol

killed 23 year old Erik Salgado in Oakland,

injuring his pregnant girlfriend. Shortly after,

Sean Monterrosa, 22, was shot and killed by

Vallejo police on June 2. The moment was

clear regarding Latino and Black victims of

police brutality are too common.  

  On the one hand, many Latinos have

African descent making a sizable Afro-latino

community, making latino and african

connection organic, on the other hand,

there exists a prevalent anti-Black racism

amongst Latinos. This makes Black

liberation politics amongst Latinos a lively,

difficult and a fractured topic to engage.

Some Latinos encourage a white washing

acculturation strategy, while others are

militant about supporting Black liberation,

with most being somewhere in between

these polls. Since the movement for George

Floyd exploded, we have never seen such a

positive shift towards  Latino support for the

Black Lives Matter movement. We encourage

the discussion of this issue in our

communities to continue to do away with

anti-Black racism, which exists in both Latin

America and here in the US.

BALCA is very proud of empowering Latinos in

Cannabis, but we know we can’t do it without

supporting our Black brothers and sisters who are

falling victim to systematic state sponsored racial

violence. With Latin America in mind, Latinos know the

movement for Black Lives Matter is greater in

international scope. We want to do our part in

challenging anti-Black racism in our own communities,

and have both of our communities protected from

violence, linked to the state sponsored “war on drugs.”

Cannabis can help facilitate a process of peace, heal

our wounds, and unite our communities. Just as the

plant moved from China, Africa, Brazil to the Americas,

we can see how cannabis has so much power to unify

us, helping end the horrific racial violence that plagues

our society and generate a new world of humanistic

relations and practices.
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  Jessica Alvarez grew up in San Francisco to Salvadoran

parents and she is this month’s BALCA Member Spotlight.“

  "Cannabis was everywhere in Hunters Point. You could smell

weed nonstop”, recalled Jessie. “It was actually kind of a

problem for my parents. They didn’t want me anywhere near

it and would literally cross the street if somebody was

smoking weed.”

  When she was twenty years old, Jessie was at a cannabis

event when she spotted her big brother! It was there that her

brother Juan, shared that he was working with Dave Pate, the

founder of GW Pharma, and that he was running a cannabis

lab making RSO oil. 

  Jessie’s brother Juan became her mentor and taught her

about trimming and everything she needed to know to kick-

off a burgeoning career in the cannabis industry as an

extractions expert, investor, and entrepreneur. 

  Today, among other things, Jessie is the COO at Joyus

Recreation and Wellness Group, a cannabis manufacturing

facility in west Oakland with a micro-business license that

provides services from cultivation to distribution. With a

range of projects that span from extraction to retail, Jessie is

quickly solidifying her place in the cannabis industry as a

standout leader. 

  And Mom and Dad? They’ve come around. “They know that

I’m in equipment sales and that I have my own lab. They’ve

come out to the build-out in Oakland and they’re all proud

mamas and papas. It’s been quite a journey. But I love it. I

love cannabis”

Member Spotlight: Jessie Alvarez, @jdab415

Written by: Cynthia Villamizar, @cyntivee

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:
JESSIE ALVAREZJESSIE ALVAREZJESSIE ALVAREZ

CANNABIS WAS EVERYWHERE IN HUNTERS POINT.
YOU COULD SMELL WEED NONSTOP.
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  A reference to Aesop’s Fable The Tortoise vs

The Hare gives us a better picture of the journey

that started over two years ago. The lead runner

is Dr. Armaline SJSU Human Rights Institute, I

will take credit for breaking ground back in

January ’18. My name is Daniel Montero, I have

been working in the cannabis industry full time

my entire adult life. I am the recipient of the

2016 Ganjier Award, serve as Chair for the San

Jose Cannabis Equity Working Group, and am a

founding member of the Bay Area Latino

Cannabis 

  Let’s travel back in time for a moment. 2017

ended with the solemn realization that I stood

little to no chance of participating in the

nascent legal market without doing my best to

launch a local cannabis equity program. At the

time I was contributing towards the effort to

legalize cannabis delivery statewide. I was

introduced to Dr. Armaline by a colleague of

mine, Nina Parks, an SF based cannabis activist .

Lucky for me, Dr. Armaline loves ganja and has a

healthy appetite for social justice. In the Spring

of ’18, we began meeting like clockwork at a

local Starbucks along with other SJ based

delivery operators and activists. Timing also

played a crucial role. We got our start after

Oakland, San Francisco and Los Angeles put

their programs in play. This gave us the ability to

observe the pros and cons of each program and

tailor ours accordingly. After just over a year of

hard work we were rewarded with two

unanimous votes from City Council. The first for

the San Jose Equity Assistance Program and the

second for the San Jose Equity Fund. The latter

calling for a more equitable distribution of city

resources and services, and a precursor of

today’s San Jose/Santa Clara County Equity

Pledge.

EQUITY: RE-DEFINING
COMMUNITY VALUES IN
SAN JOSE
Written by: Daniel Montero, @sjcewg

CANNABIS EQUITY IN SJ
DIFFERS MOST FROM OTHER

PROGRAMS IN THAT
ACCOUNTABILITY AND
IMPLEMENTATION ARE

ABSOLUTELY FOREFRONT.

Cannabis Equity in SJ differs most from other

programs in that accountability and

implementation are absolutely forefront. SJ does

not mandate that equity operators partner with

often problematic corporate private interest, there

is no income requirement nor a residency

requirement. San Jose is setting the stage to

having the lowest point of entry for equity

operators in California. Furthermore, the city has

received a grant totalling $150K to study how to

best roll out equity in a world where the term

itself continues to evolve
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  In spite of so much rapid change within our industry and society at large, the lesson to be learned is

that maintaining positive relationships with those in power is of utmost importance and must remain

constant. A key to our success in San Jose is the open communication we have with our decision makers.

Also, we give back to our community as often as we can. Last year, SJCEWG volunteered to participate in

local re-election campaigns, community clean up projects and community outreach. I would like to take

a moment to thank San Jose Councilmembers Magdalena Carrasco, Raul Peralez, Maya Esparza, Sergio

Jimenez, and Sylvia Arenas for their friendship and continued support for a more equitable San Jose.

  We have accomplished so much in two years. However there is still much work to be done. We are at

the crossroads of a historic opportunity to create an inclusive industry and communal wealth in a sector

that is predicted to outgrow Big Tech. As an industry we must continue to educate our political and

business leaders knowing that equity continues to re-define community value and long term economic

benefit.

  The message for my Latino brothers and sisters pushing for change is this. Introduce yourself to the

powers that be. Exercise your voice. Now is the time to be seen and heard. Last but not least. A

revolutionary is motivated by deep love for his or her people. Anything is possible when we put our heart

into our work. In this spirit we can continue to shape this industry so that it too is a place we can call our

casita for generations to come. 

Si se puede. Together we can.


